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CASE STUDY

United Bank launches Mobile Wallets
United Bank Limited (UBL) wanted to expand its retail customer footprint since less
than 10% of the Pakistani population have traditional bank accounts. Recognizing the
phenomenal growth of mobile phones, UBL decided to offer a mobile wallet solution
that could tap into this new customer base.
As the earliest adopter of Mobile Financial Services in Pakistan, UBL worked closely
with the regulator, State Bank of Pakistan, to create a service offering which could
provide value to this new mobile centric target population. Having conceptualized
the service, UBL engaged Techlogix to develop a platform to deliver these services.
The platform was designed to be extensible and configurable to support multiple
types of services and customer engagement models.
Today UBL is the second largest player in Branchless Banking in Pakistan and offers a
large network of franchises where services from Omni (the new brand name for
Orion) can be accessed.

About the Client
United Bank Limited is Pakistan’s third largest commercial Bank with over 1,000 branches across
Pakistan and a network of international operations. UBL provides a comprehensive set of banking
services focused on both retail and corporate customers with a track record for bringing innovation to the Banking industry in Pakistan.
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The Challenge
UBL wanted to tap into the explosive growth in mobile
communications in Pakistan as a vehicle for expanding both
its account base and increase transactional volume.

The Solution
Orion, the brand name for the UBL mobile wallet solution,
combines the use of mobile phones as a payment mechanism and pre-paid bank accounts as a mechanism for storing
money. What was unique about Orion was that no bank
account is required up front to participate in the Orion
ecosystem and receive funds.
The Orion platform consists of an SMS and IVR based
solution for direct customer access and Orion Agent, a web
based application for call center support. This served as a
base for extending Orion to a full commercial launch by UBL.
Some of the salient features facilitated by Orion system
through SMS:

◉ Send money to another Orion Account
◉ Request for money from another Orion account
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉
◉

holder
Mobile Bill Payment
View and Pay Utility Bills
Transfer money between an Orion Account and an
ordinary UBL account
Buy voucher
Money transfer to a branch
Cash deposit to Orion account
Check Orion Account Balance

Registering to use Orion
Transactions are initiated using a security PIN, followed by
confirmation calls initiated by the system that authenticates the user.
A User can request Orion registration either by sending a
registration SMS to the designated SMS short code or
through the call center. The User is then passed a series
of verification steps including voice verification, ID check
and agreeing to Terms of service on IVR. The Orion
system is integrated with NADRA (the National ID
Database in Pakistan) for verification of the customer’s
identity. After verification, the user sets up a security PIN.
Once registered, a customer can use Orion account like
any other bank account.
Transacting with Orion
To send money to another Orion account a user sends an
SMS message in a specific format through the registered
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SIM to the Orion SMS short code. The user receives an
automated transaction confirmation call at their
registered mobile number. A follow up IVR call replays
the transaction details and prompts the user to enter
the security PIN to authorize the transaction. A
confirmation SMS is then sent to the customer on
successful transaction completion.
Orion also allows the linking of an Orion account with
an existing consumer account at UBL. Once linked, a
user can easily transfer money between their Orion
account and their consumer account via SMS
messages.
Orion also allows the customer to transfer funds or
make payments using a mobile by leveraging the Bank’s
existing payments channel infrastructure. Orion
integrates with the Pheonix ATM switch at UBL and
allows customers to access their Orion accounts
through an ATM as well.
The system is also designed to ensure high level of
account security. Customers can block and unblock
their Orion account anytime by calling into the Orion
call center. Customers can also change their registered
cell number.

System Architecture
Orion consists of three layers: Application layer, Communication layer and User layer.
The Application layer uses a SOA based design. This
ensures the required scalability by deploying web services
over multiple machines in a cluster. A real-‐time Disaster
Recovery setup ensures availability in case of a failure. The
application layer contains Web/IVR/SMS interfaces and
Business Services, Flows Manager, and the Persistence.
Requests from Web and IVR are routed to Orion’s core
application.
The Communication Layer supports integrated VoIP
Gateways (such as Quintum Tenor series). The system is
designed to also support mix-and-match configurations,
whereby one site may use the currently deployed
architecture and another site may use an integrated
GSM/VoIP gateway. The Communications Layer is based
on VoiceXML and CCXML and a customer call can be
terminated on any type of VOIP/GSM gateway as long as
connectivity with the VoiceXML engine over IP is
available. Currently the system is designed to run with
Voxeo Prophecy 7.0. From there on requests are
forwarded to Individual flow managers that interact with
Business Services (through Web-Services/Remoting/
Direct Object Instantiation). The SMS Layer has been
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decoupled to handle both proprietary mCore dialogs (to
communicate with mCore compliant devices) and to
communicate with GSM Modems.
The User Layer is designed to facilitate adding new user
channels without impacting the overall system. Currently
Voice/SMS/Web users are supported. Other specialized
channels include web-services wrappers for designated
services.

Application

Communication Layer

User

System Architecture

Benefits
UBL has been able to add a significant number of new
accounts in a highly competitive banking market due to
the specific features provided by Orion.
UBL subsequently revised the Orion platform to make it
compliant with SBP Branchless Banking regulations and
launch a re-branded service called Omni in 2010. The Omni
Branchless Banking service has the second largest market
share in Pakistan.
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Software Product Engineering
www.techlogix.com/software-product-engineering
Techlogix provides technology development teams that can address the full product
lifecycle including conceptualization, detailing of functional specifications, user
experience design, software development, testing and verification, release management, product maintenance and support activities. Our SPE practice covers engagements ranging from complete platform development to specific module development
to targeted enhancements on existing products. Developing complex, high performance web scale platforms with multiple front ends including mobile and HTML is a
particular focus area.

Financial Services
www.techlogix.com/financialServices
Techlogix implements a full range of solutions for the Financial Services industry
focusing on Commercial, Islamic and Microfinance Banks. Our implementation portfolio includes FLEXCUBE Core Banking, Risk Management solutions, Compliance and
Anti-Money Laundering and Reporting and Data Warehousing. We also provide
Application Management Services for these solutions with both onsite and offsite
models. We also implement BPM and workflow solutions which automate and improve
operational processes within Banks.

Contact
For more information, contact info@techlogix.com

About Techlogix
Techlogix is an IT Services, Consulting and Business Solutions company that helps its global clientele achieve
enterprise transformation by harmonizing people, process, and technology. Techlogix builds high performance
solutions using practice-specific delivery methodologies that utilize its globally distributed development
teams. Our people combine the spirit of engineering excellence with a strong commitment to end-to-end
customer experience. Techlogix employs approximately 300 people in 5 delivery centers worldwide as of
April 1, 2013.
Visit us online at www.techlogix.com
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